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“The Basque Country and Navarre are treasures that are as yet only partially
uncovered” – discover them properly with expert author Murray Stewart




Learn some tips for speaking Euskara, the Basque
language – you need to master that ‘tx’ sound!
Find your way along the Camino de Santiago, and
join the thousands who make the pilgrimage each
year.
Discover that most Basque of mindsets – not ‘Where
shall we go?’ but ‘What shall we eat when we get
there?’.

Murray Stewart said this of writing the new edition: “It was a
pleasure to write this book, to uncover some of the area’s
mysteries, yet knowing that others remain unresolved,
perhaps forever. My exhortation is simple: do what the
locals do, and you are bound to be smitten by the Basque
Country and Navarre.”
To request a review copy or arrange an interview, Q&A or talk with Murray, please
contact: holly.parsons@bradtguides.com. Competition giveaways and reader
discount codes are also available for this title.
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About the author
Murray Stewart lived in the Basque Country and Navarre
for several months while writing this book. An excellent
French- and Spanish-speaker and diehard pilgrim, he has
spent many weeks and covered hundreds of kilometres
slowly trekking through both the French and Spanish
Basque regions, as well as Navarre, on his way to Santiago
de Compostela. He has also extensively toured the western
Pyrenees and Navarre by bicycle.
About Bradt Travel Guides
Founded in 1974, Bradt is now the largest independently owned travel guide
publisher in the UK, with more than 200 titles currently in print, over half of which
have no direct competition from other guidebook lists. The company has won many
awards including gold in the Top Guide Book Series category at the 2019
Wanderlust awards.
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